The Great Golden Girls Game!
Season: ____

Name of Episode: ______________________________

Points
Awarded

1 pt.

A late-night dessert is eaten in the kitchen while discussing a problem or date

2 pts.

If that dessert is cheesecake

1 pt.

Every lover or group of lovers that Blanche mentions by name

5 pts.

If the girls scream in horror after discovering two people in bed together

2 pts.

Each time Sophia says, "Picture it…." followed by a location and year

3 pts.

Each time Rose mentions a St. Olaf resident (not her, Charlie, or their kids) by NAME

5 pts.

Each time Rose mentions a St. Olaf pet or livestock by NAME

1/2 pt.

Each time someone says "Shady Pines"

2 pts.

For every family member that comes to stay with the girls

1 pt.

If the visitor is one of Blanche or Rose's daughters, and the daughter acts like a total bitch

2 pts.

Every time Dorothy asks a guest to leave the house

3 pts.

Every time they have to call 911, or fear that Sophia's dying "Maaa!!!"

1/2 pt.

Each time Sophia makes a farting joke

2 pts.

If Stan comes to the house

4 pts.

If Stan brings the monkey cone with him

6 pts.

If any of the four girls sing or dance during the episode (limit one scoring per episode)

2 pts.

If Sophia talks about a Sicilian curse

4 pts.

If we see Sophia put a curse on anyone!

1/2 pt.

Each time Dorothy is mocked for getting pregnant as a teen

4 pts.

If there's a wedding (whether or not the bride backs out beforehand)

5 pts.

If "The Cheeseman" is mentioned

-3 pts.

If they help a wayward child/person in need

-1 pt.

For every celebrity cameo as him/herself (I'm looking at you, Sonny Bono!)

-1 pt.

If Carol, Barbara, Dr. Westin, or Dreyfus appear, in what is surely a sad, sad spinoff tie-in attempt

-1,000,000 pts

If it's a clip show!

Episode Total: _________ pts.

